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Officers of Local 249

Bobbie Jo Anderson, left, and Amy Minich distributed VCAP flyers at the main plant
gate March 22. Local 249’s Community Action Program Committee has launched a
drive to raise contributions to the union’s VCAP fund. Photo by Don Lehman.

President Jason Starr
1st Vice President Tony Renfro
2nd Vice President Tom Carr
Recording Secretary Shirley Mata
Financial Secretary Dana Davidson
Treasurer Chrissy Kline
Trustees Ed Scaggs, Jeremy Fue, Sade Ott
Sergeant at Arms Leon Allen
Guide Gary Thomas
Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher
Bargaining Committee Steve Chorbak, Dean Freed and Don Picard
Skilled Trades Bargaining Committee Member Scott Pyle
Parts Depot Bargaining Chair Brandon Zarda
Nurse’s Bargaining Chair Cathy Koogler
Team Solutions Bargaining Chair David Norris
Retiree Representative John Lowe
The Regular Membership Meeting of United Automobile Workers Amalgamated Local
Union 249 is held on the third Sunday of each month at 2:00 p.m. in the local union hall,
8040 NE 69 Highway, Pleasant Valley, Mo. The Executive Board Meeting is held at 1:00
p.m. prior to the Regular Membership Meeting.

UAW-Ford Joint Programs

Local 249 members Jon Sowell, left to right, Ellen Wry, Austin McFarland, Shirley
Mata, , Erica Eckart and Jay Bosler helped State Sen. Barbara Washington, green
sweatshirt, distribute food and family health items April 2 at Swope Health Center.

Apprentice Training
Cortez Bradley 816-459-2060
Benefits
Steve Hibbs, Derron Joyner and Jason Hartman 816-454-6333
Employee Involvement
Chad Troncin 816-459-1372
Darroyce Thornton 816-459-1490
Employee Support Services
Kenny Alexander 816-459-1226
Health and Safety
Ed Samborski 816-459-1210 • Terry Tharp 816-459-1407
Ulysses Bales 816-459-1605 • Joe Camper 816-459-5559
Dave Sambol 816-459-1223
Quality
Kelly Loveall and Jeff Wright 816-459-1232
Dealer Rep. Danny Mata
Job Sourcing and Production Standards
Jim Ryan and Todd Wyse 816-459-1466

Helpful Numbers

Quality Hotline 1-866-723-3937
Employee Health Services 816-459-1226
National Employee Service Center 1-800-248-4444
Blue Care 816-395-2700
Blue Cross PPO 1-800-482-5146
Preferred Care Blue PPO 816-395-3193
Child Care Referrals 866-327-7952
UNICARE Life Insurance 1-800-843-8184
UNICARE Medical/Disability Leave Claims 1-877-475-9652
Delta Dental (Active) 844-223-8520
Delta Dental (Retired) 800-524-0149
United Concordia Dental Plan 1-800-937-6432
Ford A,X,& Z Plan 1-800-348-7709
www.fordvehicleprograms.com
UAW-Ford Legal Services 800-482-7700
UAW-Ford TESPHE 1-800-248-4444

Local 249’s BBQ contest and Cornhole Tournament held at the union hall April 10
brought together fun and good food. Photo by Don Lehman.
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Visit Local 249 on the web at www.local249.org
Like Local 249 on Facebook www.facebook.com/local249
Follow us on Twitter @UAWLocal249

Labor News From the World Wide Web

The Picket Line

Google Fiber contractors in Kansas City
unionize under Alphabet Worker Union

G

New hope for workers in Amazon vote
By Pat Hayes

I

f the 1981 PATCO strike by air traffic controllers marked the beginning of a
decades long decline in the fortunes of organized labor in the United States,
the recent union organizing victory by Amazon workers in New York is surely
a sign that the tables have at long last turned and a new era — and the opportunities for working people that come with it — are upon us.
Following the defeat of the air age real hourly wage grew 2.2 percent
traffic controllers, union membership per year. From 1979 to the present,
in the U.S. declined from 23 percent of average growth fell to 0.7 percent per
U.S. workforce before the strike to just year, only one-third of the average rate
12 percent today.
in the earlier postwar period,” accordThe loss by air traffic controllers ing to the Economic Policy Institute.
energized the enemies of labor and
Policies driven by naked greed
demoralized its supporters. Republicans transformed America’s great indusunder Ronald Reagan pressed their trial heartland into the Rust Belt. Great
advantage with a shock and awe cam- American cities that once drove the
paign of deregulation and privatization. economic engine that fueled prosperA wing of the Democratic Party ity in the U.S. — Detroit, Cleveland and
abandoned the working class allowing Pittsburgh — became shells of their
Republicans in Washington to further former selves.
weaken union power and implement
Over time, these policies killed the
pro-business policies. The small group American Dream. Slowly, the belief that
of Democratic union supporters in hard work would be rewarded with
Congress were isolated and largely a fair day’s pay — that our children
powerless to stop the onslaught.
would be better off than we were —
For decades, working people and gave way to hopelessness.
their labor movement faced outright
From 2005 to 2019, an average of
hostility when Republicans were in 70,000 Americans died annually from
power and — at best — benign neglect deaths of despair — suicide and drug
when Democrats were in office.
and alcohol abuse — lowering life exThis led to a deadly trifecta of pectancy for the first time in decades.
policies: globalization, automation and
Recent victories at Amazon, Staroutsourcing that have had devastating bucks, Google Fiber, The New York
effects on American workers.
Times, Kickstarter and many others
As a result of these policy choices, show that young workers are fed up
there are 7.5 million fewer jobs in the and won’t take it anymore. They want
manufacturing sector today than there a future and they increasingly see
were in 1980, according to the Bureau unions as the vehicle that can fight for
of Labor Statistics. Those losses, com- it. If these young workers can rebuild
ing as they did in the heavily unionized the union movement, there’s a brighter
manufacturing sector have wreaked future in store for all of us. This movehavoc on the living standards of the ment has the potential to end decades
working class as a whole.
of decline and restore the promise of
“Between 1947 and 1979, the aver- America. It’s worth fighting for.

oogle Fiber contractors in Kansas City, Missouri voted to unionize March
25, becoming the first workers with bargaining rights under the Alphabet
Workers Union.
The group of 10 full-time workers are employed by BDS Connected Solutions through Alphabet and work in a retail store for Google Fiber, the project
that provides high-speed internet access to 19 U.S. markets.
Last month, workers at the Google Fiber location petitioned the National
Labor Relations Board for formal union recognition after Google and BDS didn’t
voluntarily agree to allow it. Workers told CNBC they faced union-busting efforts
leading up to the vote.
The National Labor Relations Board counted and approved March votes on
March 25. The 9 to 1 vote marks the first location of Google workers to unionize
under the Alphabet Workers Union, which was created a year ago alongside the
Communications Workers of America (CWA) amid increased tensions between
workers and Google leadership.— Jennifer Elias, CNBC

Workers at a 4th Starbucks in Kansas City
announce their plans to unionize

S

tarbucks employees at 41st and Main streets in Midtown cited sanitation
and protection from the pandemic in their announcement to collectively
unionize.
Starbucks workers at 41st and Main streets in Midtown announced Tuesday
they are filing for union elections. It’s the fourth Starbucks café across the metro
to announce plans to unionize.
In a letter addressed to Starbucks CEO Howard Schultz Tuesday, workers at
the 41st and Main streets location said they continued working throughout the
pandemic, despite not receiving sanitary supplies and other protections they
requested from the company.
“We will not let our company hide behind budgets and false platitudes
when we ask for sanitation and protections from the literal pandemic that has
nearly killed one million Americans to this day. We have endured uncertainty,
hardship, and constant setbacks, yet we remain... We choose to stay because we
all believed in the partner promise and for our customers for whom we endure
the grind day after day.” — Jacob Martin, KCUR

Amazon union backers see bright future for
organizing despite tough odds

W

orkers at Amazon are seeking to organize a warehouse in Alabama
after a bruising defeat last year have been invigorated by a resurgent
labor movement, bringing energy to the campaign despite the long odds
they face.
The vote by Bessemer warehouse employees concludes this month after
the U.S. National Labor Relations Board found Amazon improperly interfered in
the previous union election.
Given the retail giant’s two-to-one margin of victory in the original contest,
the workers trying to bring the first-ever union to a U.S. Amazon warehouse face
a tall order.
Yet since the last vote, the American labor movement has gained momentum,
motivated by the high-profile Alabama campaign, ongoing pandemic concerns
and strikes.
The administration of U.S. President Joe Biden has vowed to implement policies to make it easier for workers to organize. Approval for unions is the highest
since 1965, a Gallup poll showed last year. — Reuters
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Official Election Notice

Amalgamated Local Union 249 UAW
In accordance with the UAW Constitution and Local Union 249 By-Laws,
the election of Delegates for the 38th Constitutional Convention, Sergeant
at Arms, Stamping Operations and Stamping MP&L & Transit Paint - #3 Shift,
Truck Chassis (1810) L-12 Chassis Repair, Repair Hole, Roll Test, Quality Office,
Torque Inspectors and Inspectors & Truck MSC - C Crew Committeeperson,
and Nurse Bargaining Chair will be held in the following manner:

Election
Election will be held on Thursday, May 12, starting at 5:00 a.m. and
ending at 5:00 a.m. on Friday, May 13, 2022. (24 continuous hours) and will
resume at 5:00 a.m. on Saturday, May 14, 2022, and ending at 5:00 a.m. on
Sunday, May 15, 2022 (24 continuous hours) at UAW Local 249 Union Hall.
For Parts Depot ONLY: the election will be held for four continuous hours
on May 13, 2022, from 12:00 PM (noon) until 4:00 PM. If a runoff is necessary,
that will take place on May 27th at the same times.
Members in good standing including temporary full-time employees
and retirees are eligible to vote. Bring proper identification such as Ford

I.D., Union Card, Drivers License, PMHV License, or other types of photo I.D.
Runoff if necessary, will be held May 26th and May 28th weekend (times
to be determined depending on race) at the Union hall. If there is someone
running unopposed they will win by acclamation and there will be no election for that office.
Members in good standing including temporary part-time employees
are eligible to vote. Bring proper identification such as Ford I.D., Union Card,
Drivers License, PMHV License, or other types of photo I.D.

Absentee Voting
Members may vote absentee for all elected positions if you are out of
town on company or local union business or on a military leave. A signed
statement must be filed with the Local Union in sufficient time for the member to secure a ballot and redeposit same with Amalgamated Local Union
249 prior to start of election.
Shirley Mata
Recording Secretary

Welcome back Local
249 Retirees

O

By Natalie Wood

h happy day. It’s been a long time coming fellow retirees. We’re making plans to come together for a Retiree meeting on May 25. We will
start the meeting at 10:30 am. The pandemic has held us up from
holding any meetings for over two years.
Our union’s retirees and surviving report the deaths of our members. Last
spouses belong to the Local Union month’s UAW newsletter had a long list
Retired Workers Chapters and Women’s of members that had passed on. Here
Auxiliaries. It is this structure that en- are the names of the members that
ables our retirees and retiree associate have passed on since January 2022
members to have a strong voice – not to present. They are: Thomas Aikmus,
only in our union, but also in the com- Robert Alexander, Harold Barton, Ranmunities and states where they live.
dolph Cobbins, Kenneth Cook, Michael
We hoping all have been vacci- Cox, Suzanne Gross, Alyce Hutchison,
Frank Jones, Edward Keshary, Tyra Mcnated and boosted.
To be as safe as possible we are coy, Willie McClure, Dean M cd a n i e l,
asking that you NOT bring any foods to Robert McDaniel, Jason Morley, Robert
our meeting. Just bring yourselves. We Moyer, Lonnie Penney, Clayton Riley, Ira
will provide a box lunch for each of our Skirlock and Dennis Young.
There will be an election May
members. The box lunch consisting of
12-15
to select delegates to the 38th
sandwich, chips, fruit. Tea, coffee and
Constitutional
Convention of the UAW.
water to drink. So, no outside foods.
As a little incentive to attend this Retirees are eligible to vote. Please take
meeting we will raffle off 10 tickets for time to learn about the candidates and
a 25.00 gift cards. You could be a lucky make your voice heard.
winner.
Please keep the family of these
Sadly we have had many retirees members in your prayers. Our next
pass away. Please keep in mind that meeting is scheduled for May 25 at
we can only report the deaths of 10:30 am at Local 249. Hope to see you
our members that have passed on if there. Do what you feel is best for you.
family members call the union hall to Mask are encouraged but not required.
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UAW Family Scholarship
For more than 45 years, the Family Education Center has been a
place where UAW members and their families come together for an
experience that combines education with recreation.
It’s a place to learn about our union, unlock ideas and build new
friendships with other UAW families.
This one-week summer experience will leave you and your family
filled with a spirit guaranteed to strengthen your understanding
and appreciation of our union.
WHO: All active or laid-off members in good standing
WHERE:Walter and May Reuther UAW Family Education Center
Onaway, Michigan
WHEN: June 19-24, 2022

Download application at uaw.org

85 Years Ago

WORK HIM UNTIL HE QUITS

Even Ford’s ‘Tough Boys’ Couldn’t Stop the Historic 1937 Sit-Down Strike in Kansas City
By Pat Hayes

E

ighty-five years ago, in February 1937,Walter Williams, a leader of the
fledgling UAW organizing drive at the Ford Kansas City Assembly Plant
was pulled off his job on the No. 1 metal line in the body construction
department and escorted to the office of plant superintendent Joseph Bush.
Ominously, he found a number of other supervisors waiting for him when
he got there.
“Keep your damn mouth shut,” Depression following the stock market
about the union, Bush snapped at him, collapse of Oct. 29, 1929 that came
because, “there are plenty of tough to be called Black Tuesday. Although
boys here that will crack your skull many were still out of work, unemployfor you.”
ment wasn’t as bad as it had been in
Williams had every reason to take 1933 when nearly one in four couldn’t
the threat seriously. Henry Ford was ad- find a job. And, in the first months of
amantly opposed to unions. He’d hired the year, a short-lived sense of optiHarry Bennett, an ex-Navy boxer, to mism was stirring in the country as
run his internal security force, the Ford production, profits, and wages briefly
Service Department. Bennett filled the returned to their pre-1929 levels.
Service Department with 3,000 armed
There were other reasons for
men, many of them street toughs and American workers to be hopeful, as
goons with criminal records.
well. Roosevelt’s New Deal policies of
“He ran the Rouge Plant like a Cen- providing relief to the unemployed,
tral European police state,” according reform of the banking system and
to the Detroit News. “Anti-union groups increased government spending to
were encouraged, workers were urged aid recovery of the battered economy
to spy on each other and feared losing were working. Broad support for Rootheir jobs if they participated in any sevelt’s New Deal won him a second
union discussions.” And, as Walter Wil- term in a landslide 1936 victory over
liams knew all too well, the long arm Alf Landon. In that election, Roosevelt
of Harry Bennett’s goon squad and won 60.8 percent of the popular vote
spy system reached all the way from – the biggest margin of victory in a
Dearborn to Kansas City.
presidential election since 1820 – and
Even so, Williams didn’t take the 523 electoral votes. FDR lost only
hint. Despite the very real danger Maine and Vermont.
of taking a beating or losing his job,
Barely a month after the UAW was
there was growing optimism among founded at a conference in Detroit in
the small core of UAW organizers that 1935, Roosevelt signed the National
the time had finally come to win union Labor Relations Act into law. The newly
recognition at Ford and change things enacted labor law prohibited employfor the better.
ers from interfering with, restraining
As Williams walked back to his or coercing employees who were
job on the metal line, the nation was exercising their right to freedom of
entering the eighth year of the Great association to form, join, or assist labor

organizations. For the first time, the law
granted workers the right to bargain
collectively for wages and working
conditions through representatives of
their own choosing, and to engage in
other protected concerted activities
with or without a union.
The UAW organizing drive at the
Ford Motor Kansas City Assembly Plant
started in January 1937 on the heels
of a wave of sit down strikes at auto
plants across the country. On Nov. 16,
1936 workers at Fisher Body in Atlanta
sat down on the job. Just one month
later on Dec. 16, G.M. workers in Kansas
City launched a sit-down strike and on
Dec. 28, workers at Fisher Stamping in
Cleveland joined the wave of sit-down
strikes.
Then on Dec. 30, after months
of careful planning by UAW leaders
in Detroit, the historic Flint sit-down
strike got under way. Using the slogan,
“sit down and watch your pay go up,”
workers occupied Fisher No. 1 in Flint.
On Feb. 11, 1937, about the time Bush
was telling Williams to keep his damn
mouth shut, General Motors reached
an agreement recognizing UAW as
exclusive bargaining representative
for its workers.
Fearing retaliation Williams and
other union organizers met in secret
in restaurants and member’s homes
to plot strategy. They soon learned
their plans were leaking out. In order
“to test out” the men he suspected of
espionage Williams told workers on
the metal line that the UAW would
hold a meeting that evening and
invited them to attend, according
to testimony given to the National

Labor Relations Board.
The following day, according to
testimony from John Rickenbaugh,
an assistant foreman in charge of the
metal line, a high ranking foreman in
the body construction dept., John Wessel, ordered him to fire Williams.
When Rickenbaugh responded
that firing Williams might provoke
a strike, Wessel told him to hold off.
Later that day, he told Rickenbaugh
he was moving Williams to another
job in the roof panel section where he
would “work him to where he would
have to quit.”
James Goff, an assistant foreman
in the roof panel section, testified
that when Eugene F. Eaton, the general foreman in the body construction
dept., brought Williams to the new
job he “instructed me to work his tail
off and keep him busy and not let him
talk to anyone while he was working.”
Eaton was serious. A few days later,
according to the NLRB, he warned Goff
that, “if you can’t keep Walter Williams
busy and keep him from working for
the union, I will run you out of here.”
The illegal strong arm effort
by Ford bosses to defeat the UAW
organizing drive in Kansas City was
unsuccessful. The wave successful of
labor actions culminating in the Flint
sit-down strike triggered an explosive
growth in UAW membership at the
Kansas City Assembly Plant during
the months of March, April and May.
On April 2, company violations of the
National Labor Relations act would
trigger a sit-down strike among Local 249 members at the Ford Motor
Kansas City Assembly Plant.
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Members of Local 249’s standing committees were among those who attended union training at UAW Region 4’s Pat Greathouse Center in Ottawa, Illinois in April.

UAW Region 4 trains committee members

O

By Cecelia Davis and Dave Grant

n April 5th, our Local 249 standing committee members were privileged to travel to Ottawa, Illinois (the home of Region 4 and the Pat
Greathouse Center) for a week to learn the building blocks of a
strong union. There are 17 states in Region 4 that the UAW serves. While
there, Local 249 got the chance to meet our other UAW brothers and sisters
within classes that were split into groups. We combined and collaborated
on what makes a powerful union and the benefits of having one. It was a
family reunion of members who care about our union’s future.
For over 80 years, our union has
Local 249 currently has twelve difconstructed core values. Those impor- ferent standing committees. The Civil
tant core values are bargaining, a man- and Human Rights, Education, Union
date to build, protect, and maintain Label, Veterans, Women’s, Community
high standards. Equality, all people are Action Program (CAP), Conservation
equal. Solidarity, we fight for everyone, and Recreation, Consumer affairs,
not just ourselves, and Voting, the no- Motorcycle Committee, Member to
tion that political activism is essential Member, Chaplaincy, and Community
to promote, protect, and maintain the Services Committee.
joint interests of the membership.
The UAW Education department
These core values are shared and created a packet that explains each
honored through action by our stand- committee. The Civil and Human Rights
ing committees. What’s the point for committee works toward the eliminahaving standing committees, you may tion of discrimination in the workplace,
ask? Standing committees help build the community, and the nation.
solidarity throughout the memberEducation Committee builds
ship, to help see us not only as an in- the power of the labor movement
dividual but as a unit of one to provide through educating and training our
a powerful labor movement. Standing members. Union Label committee
committees help keep members active informs and educates members about
among their communities and help to the products we buy as consumers,
exchange information on issues that and the importance to support unionare concerns within the plant and the made items. The Veterans Committee
working families.
represents the interest of all active
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and retired UAW veterans and their
families. The Women’s Committee
works to further the gains of women
in the workplace and society. Community Action Program (CAP) Committee
is the political-legislative arm of the
local union and the vital workplace
political activator. The Conservation
and Recreation Committee combats
stress with quality family and individual leisure-time activities and the
committee also explores environmental issues.
The Consumer Affairs Committee
monitors companies’ social conscience
and performance to provide safe and
honest products and services. The
Motorcycle Committee is dedicated to
solidarity within our union and helps
support the surrounding community.
The Member to Member Committee
is a network of communication within
our local union that enables us to transmit information effectively and accurately from the source to the membership.
The Chaplaincy Committee provides
spiritual relief in the moment of crisis
throughout the membership. The Community Service Committee performs
the critical task of helping members and
their families in times of need.
There were many of our members
that were first timers in attending a
standing committee conference. Like

Jill Johnson, who just joined the Union
Label Committee, “This conference
was amazing, and I learned so many
lessons and rich history. Being a part
of this experience has changed my
complete mind set. It was nice to meet
many other UAW members not only
from different locals but also from the
local I belong to. Thank you, Local 249,
for an amazing experience.”
Like Jill, a lot of members who
were attending for the first time realized just how strong our local is, in
comparison to many smaller locals
in the UAW.
For instance, Caterpillar is so strict
that the president of their local must
get permission from the company to
go to any department within the plant
that they work in. That they would
have supervisors stand outside their
union meetings to count and see how
many attended just so they could seek
revenge on those that were there.
“We are all soldiers in the same
fight to win fairness and representation. It is our International Union that
helps facilitate that fight with us joining behind them,” said David Winkler,
who has been a member of our local
for almost 9 years. He has been on
multiple committees but currently
takes part as a member of the Election
and the CAP Committee. “I enjoyed

meeting members from my own local
that I may not interact with daily. I also
enjoyed meeting members from other
locals. It gave me the chance to ask
questions about what products they
make, how their plants run, and how
they deal with similar situations. And
to spitball ideas back and forth to see
what might work better within each of
the other locals,” said Winkler.
“I enjoyed going over some new
topics, like how to grow our committees and roles of a newly appointed
standing committee member. There
is always more to learn about our new
upcoming political fights because
the companies always try to find new
tactics and areas where they think they
can easily attack not only our union,
but EVERY union. Last, I enjoyed the
camaraderie that is built and how all
of our members are bound, whether
you are Ford, John Deere, or Champion
Spark Plugs.”
The locals were fortunate to have
directors just as passionate to teach
such a promising class. To uplift every
member and remind them why our
union is what it has become today,
sensational, and ever growing. Not
only are they the teachers, but they
also continue to grow and adapt to
the ever-changing conditions and
challenges we face as a family.
“If we look back through history,
we see that it often repeats itself and
that we also must overcome the same
struggles today, that we have in generations passed. I believe it now more
than ever, that education is still the key
to unlocking the barriers of our differences that divide us, so we can open
our minds and focus on all the many
values and beliefs that we all share as
working-class people.
“As union members, we need to
always remember the importance
of being our brothers’ and sisters’
keepers and continue to arm each
other with the tools to protect our
livelihoods so we can keep growing
together as a unified force to counter
the attacks by corporate greed and
anti-labor agendas. That’s what our
education conferences are all about,
and that’s to make an investment into
all our futures as well as the world
we leave for our children,” said Travis
Brock, Local 2250 Region 4 Local
Union Discussion Leader.
It’s important to get involved. The
fight to maintain a strong union is bigger than just you and me. It’s not only
an honor to be a part of history, but to
be a helping hand in the future. There
are multiple ways to get involved, join
a committee, donate to VCAP or simply
be an activist on the plant floor. We
are the United Auto Workers, solidarity forever!

249 Easter egg hunt a big success

The children of Local 249 members had a ball competing in a sack race at the union Easter Egg Hunt April 3. The annual event
is sponsored by the Women’s Committee. Photo by Don Lehman.

Members of Local 249’s Women’s Committee prepare Easter eggs and gift baskets for the annual Easter Eggstravaganza April
3. Photo by Don Lehman.
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“All kids need is a little help, a little hope, and someone who believes in them,” says basketball legend Magic Johnson. That quote perfectly illustrates the actions behind
UAW Local 249 member Burt Rich’s journey as a Big Brother. This year he was awarded the prestigious title of “Big of the Year,” both locally and statewide.

Local 249’s Burt Rich named “Big” of the year

“S

By Chrissy Kline

ometimes the smallest things take up the most space in your
heart,” a sentiment shared by everyone’s favorite bear, Winnie
the Pooh, rings true for many who become a “Big” with the Big
Brothers Big Sisters (BBBS) program. This year one of our own was awarded
the prestigious title of “Big of the Year,” both locally and statewide.
For nearly 8 years, UAW Local 249 to attend as many of Colten’s functions
member Burt Rich has been paired up as possible. Sometimes this meant
with his “Little,” Colten. Their relation- getting off a 10–12 hour shift from
ship started by chance when Rich the plant, going home long enough
was looking to make a bigger impact to shower, and then appearing at Colthan what his school bus driving and ten’s scouting events, music concerts,
the reading program, he was part of, and sporting events (including NKC
had allowed him to do. After seeing a Parks & Rec soccer and baseball, high
billboard for Big Brothers Big Sisters of school wrestling, car wash fundraisers
Kansas City he knew then that was how and more).
he would make his mark.
“One of the running jokes with
Knowing that matching potential Colten and me is the time I got off
Bigs and Littles is a complicated pro- work, showered, and hit the road to
cess, BBBS offers 3 potential matches join Colten for one of his patches. I had
to each Big with information about the to pull over partway there and take a
kids, their history, and their interests. nap. I eventually got there a little late,
Rich gravitated to Colten immediately which he knew I would be, and then I
and the two clicked.
find out this is for his hiking patch, and
As many who work at Ford know, we have a 5-mile long hike ahead of
finding time to add new activities us,” Rich shared while laughing. “I told
into an already busy and exhausting them not to mind me I’d be bringing up
schedule can be difficult, but Rich was the rear and ended up being asleep by
determined to make it work for him 6pm that night. They all teased me calland Colten. Despite working B-Shift ing me old man, but this old man had
at the time, Rich still made it a priority been up for 32 hours and hiked 5 miles,
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so I think I was doing pretty good.”
Rich shared that his experience is
not necessarily the typical one as he
sometimes goes above and beyond
what is truly expected of a Big. BBBS
wants you to spend at least an hour
a week or two meetings consisting of
a couple of hours together with your
Little. Much of that time can be spent together without costing money, it’s more
about the investment of your time.
In the beginning, Rich would invite
Colten over and they would make dinner together where he would teach him
how to shop and cook for himself and
then how to clean up afterward. These
may seem like simple tasks, but they
help teach your Little how to grow up
and take care of themselves, and how
to become a productive member of
society. If a Big is struggling with ideas,
there are match support specialists
that are assigned to send out emails
with local events taking place, ideas for
activities, and help with any struggles a
match may be encountering.
When asked, “What have you
taken away or learned from this program,” Rich shared that he has taken
so much from the relationship, but ultimately, he learned patience. “Patience,
because he reminds me so much of

me. Sometimes he can be all over the
place just like me. I would also say that
I learned that I wish there was more
of me to go around, there’s so much I
would like to do.”
Colten on the other hand shared
during his Eagle Scout acceptance
speech that there was plenty of Burt
Rich to go around. “He is more than
a father figure. He is more than just a
brother. He is a friend and mentor as
well. This man is a walking example of
what a scout is, along with having integrity, excellence, and a scary amount
of determination. I am privileged, honored, and straight-up proud to call him
my brother, my friend, and my mentor.”
The relationship between a Big
and a Little obviously has the potential
to have a huge impact on the lives of all
of those involved, and Burt and Colten
illustrate that. Currently, there are approximately 216 kids in the Kansas City
area waiting to be matched with a Big,
and 1,164 active matches.
If Burt and Colten’s story inspires
you into wanting to make an impact
by mentoring a child or teen in your
area, you can visit bbbskc.org for more
details. We are proud to call you one of
our own, Burt Rich, and thank you for
sharing your incredible journey.

KCAP to add 35 new apprentices this year

A

By Jim Fisher

s we begin to wrap up the month of April, our plant continues to
have weekly schedule adjustments due to a lack of parts. Supply
chains are all over the map right now, and shortages are expected
to continue for at least the next 12 months. As always, I encourage you to
continue paying attention to bulletins, the UAW Local 249 Facebook page
and the UAW Local 249 App, where we will continue to share details with
you as fast as they are made available to us.
On a positive note, KCAP will be carry us through these difficult times
adding an additional 35 new skilled over the last few years, even when the
trades apprentices this year, instead pandemic hit, and global parts shortof the proposed 10, thanks to the hard ages plagued the auto industry.
work of our Bargaining Committee.
Being a part of the UAW, we at
Congratulations to all those selected.
KCAP have the negotiated benefits of
Quality continues to be an issue job security, products lasting into the
that requires our joint focus and com- future. We’ve seen investments in and
mitment. The Quality for FTT (First upgrades to our facilities. Through
Time Through) for the F-Series is at these commitments, we have built the
77.3 percent and the Transit is at 70.5 new BEV center and new MSC buildpercent. We need to be diligent and ing and updated and expanded the Local 249 Bargaining Chair Jim Fisher announced that KCAP will add 35 new skilled
control these quality issues within our stamping plant
trades apprentices at the April membership meeting. Photo by Don Lehman.
workstations. It might be Ford’s name
Through bargaining, we have
on the outside of these trucks but it’s managed to convert many of our
our blood, sweat and tears that build TFTs to In-Progression way ahead of been forced to transfer to other plants they made the changes to compensathem. It’s time to take pride in what we schedule by leveraging our position or been placed on a permanent layoff. tion needed to hire enough people
build and ownership of the issues that with the company against their need All of this would not have been pos- to run this facility at the capacity and
can be fixed instead of waiting for Ford for manpower. Those who have been sible without being part of the UAW.
with the quality that we know it can be
to figure out what to do.
If you think that Ford would give done? Luckily, for us all, we have a UAW
In-Progression during this contract
Ford is continually attempting to have had significant raises and those you those things just because you that works to represent its members
hire new TFTs to fill in the gaps in man- who were legacy received multiple bo- deserve them, and that the UAW had when companies prioritize production
power, but without a competitive pay nuses, and no member of this local has nothing to do with it, then why haven’t over people.
scale and with regular down weeks, it’s
proving difficult. Make no mistake, this
is an issue that Ford could fix anytime
they want to, they just have chosen
not to. With an average of 18 weeks of
layoff last year combined with a starting wage of $16.67 and the fact that it
takes almost three calendar years to
get short work week or SUB benefits,
our TFTs bring in less money per year
than the average fast-food worker
making $16 an hour.
On top of that, most of our TFT
members either don’t qualify for unemployment or don’t receive the full
amount of $320. For the work we do,
many are deciding that it’s not worth
it. That means until Ford decides it’s
worth it to pay new hires what they are
worth and gives them protection from
layoffs with short work week and SUB
benefits, manpower will likely continue
to be an issue.
During the last 24 months, we
have heard many members’ concerns
about frustration with the lack of normal conditions and feeling the pain
of the many down weeks. Some have
made comments like, “What does the
union do for me?”
Some answers to that question Local 249 activists lined the entrance at LMV Magna in Liberty to greet workers coming on shift during the predawn hours April
include several things that have helped 22 as part of an organizing drive at the parts supplier.
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Jefferson City’s attraction to distraction

C

By Jason Starr

ongressman Emanuel Cleaver came to Local 249 March 24 for a very
productive meeting with Local 249’s leadership about the redistricting
battle raging in Jefferson City. If you haven’t followed developments
closely, you may be surprised to learn that the fight isn’t so much between
Democrats and Republicans, as it is between Republicans and their fellow
Republicans. Even though the GOP has enjoyed two decades of supermajority rule in the state capital, they can’t get anything done because they can’t
agree among themselves about what to do.
The latest census allows Missouri the district boundaries may end up in
to elect eight representatives to the the courts.
U.S. House in Washington DC. Based
While Republicans may be holdon the total vote in recent elections, ing knives to each other’s throats over
fairness would dictate that congres- redistricting, they are as one when it
sional district boundaries be drawn comes to what they claim are the most
that result in sending three Democrats pressing issues facing the state. They all
and five Republicans to the nation’s agree that transgender athletes – there
capital to represent the state. Even have only been two transgender girls
though that would give them 65% of who’ve wanted to play high school
the representatives in the state delega- sports in Missouri over the past 10
tion, that – apparently – is not enough. years, according to The Kansas City
For months, Republicans have Star – and Critical Race Theory, which
been locked in a destructive internal isn’t taught in any K-12 school in the
battle between those who are satisfied state, are at the top of the agenda of
with cutting Democratic representa- the most pressing issues facing the
tion to two, and those who demand people of Missouri.
that it be cut to just one. While they
Why? Because Republicans have
fight among themselves virtually every learned that style over substance wins
other piece of business has ground to them elections even as the laws they
a halt in Jeff City.
pass lower the quality of life and the
Filing deadlines for candidates in state sinks to the bottom rank among
the next election have come and gone the 50 states. Their showmanship and
without a settlement having been grandstanding provide a diversion
reached between the two warring that draws voters’ attention away from
factions. Other pressing business has real problems that might be solved by
been ignored. The business of drawing our elected leaders. For Republicans,

NEED HELP?
Are you worried about money? Do you have problems on the
job? Is someone in your family ill? Has a loved one passed away?
Have you been physically or mentally abused? Are there drug or
alcohol problems in your family? Having thoughts of suicide?

The UAW Chaplaincy Committee is here is to listen or to offer spiritual advice.
Call the Union Hall at 816-454-6333 and the Local will put you in touch with
one of our caring Chaplaincy Committee members.
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Congressman Emanuel Cleaver, center, met with Local 249 leaders Shirley Mata,
left to right, Dana Davidson, Jason Starr, Chrissy Kline and Jay Bosler to discuss the
legislatures failure to pass redistricting legislation. Photo by Don Lehman.
distraction is the attraction.
What real problems might be
solved if our attention wasn’t constantly
being drawn to the latest bogus outrage ginned up by the Republican puppet masters in Jeff City? There are many.
Missouri ranks 50th in the nation
for educators’ average starting salary
at just $32,970, much less than the
national average. It’s not just teachers,
either. Missouri is also dead last in state
employee pay. Outside of state government, the state ranks in the bottom
half for median wages for all workers.
Missouri ranks 49th in the nation
in K-12 school funding from the state
last year, according to a report from
Auditor Nicole Galloway. This is reflected in the fact that 25% of the state’s
schools are now on a 4-day schedule
due to a lack of funding. Lathrop, one
of the school districts that many of our
members’ children attend has been on
a shortened schedule since 2010.
Missouri ranks 41st in health care
access, quality and public health, and
more than 80% of Missouri children
have elevated levels of lead in their
blood far exceeding the national
average.
Missouri failed to adequately
report and protect missing foster children according to the U.S. Department
of Health.
The state has 2,262 miles of levees
that protect $27.7 billion of property,
but funding is insufficient to comprehensively mitigate flood risks according to the American Society of Civil Engineers. The state has identified 4,800
substandard bridges that need repairs,

totaling an estimated $4.2 billion. In
addition, 25% of the state’s roads are in
poor condition. Each Missouri motorist
pays, on average, $743 per year in additional costs due to driving on roads
in need of repair.
While this is by no means a comprehensive list of the pressing problems that need to be addressed in
our state, you would have listened in
vain to hear anyone in the Republican
supermajority in Jeff City take to the
floor to suggest that anything be done
about any of them.
While grandstanding on nonexistent issues is the order of the day
in Jeff City, we had a productive and
respectful meeting with Congressman
Cleaver about the real issues facing our
members and our plant.
We talked about the redistricting
mess, the new E-Transit and the future
of our plant.
He assured us that, “while the
boundaries for congressional districts
come and go, my support for America’s
union workers remains steady. No
matter how the maps turn out, I will
continue advocating on behalf of the
labor community with the same fervor
that has defined my career since my
first days on City Council.”
When will the meaningless showboating end in Jefferson City and the
real issues affecting our lives be addressed in a meaningful way? It won’t
happen until we put a stop to it. That
means that members who, in the past,
stayed home on election day need to
step up to put an end to the bad joke
Jeff City is playing on them.

Cuts to unemployment will hurt 249 members

O

By Mo. State Rep. Mark Ellebracht

n April 6, 2022 The Missouri General Assembly “perfected” House
Bill 1860. The perfection process of the bill is when legislators have
an opportunity to debate the bill “on the floor” (that is time when a
bill is presented to all 163 members to consider and debate the bill). From
there, the bill will be voted on one last time, then sent to the Senate for
consideration. I take these means to discuss this particular bill with you
because of what it represents to us, to our communities, and to the folks
that are elected to represent us in the state legislature. Currently a worker
in the state of Missouri who has worked for 12 consecutive months can be
eligible for unemployment benefits for up to 20 weeks if they find themselves unemployed or laid-off through no fault of their own. House bill
1860 seeks to reduce our unemployment benefits from 20 weeks to 8 weeks.
It is no secret that many of us are welders, carpenters, electricians, paintdissatisfied with our elected officials. ers & allied trades all require extended
Legislators—the ones who are sent to unemployment terms to protect them
set the policy of the state of Missouri against the inability to maintain conby your votes in November—routinely sistent employment through those
campaign for office on issues that gen- unseasonable periods. This is a seaerate a great deal of public attention sonal issue for many Missouri workers,
but have very little impact on our daily but for us in Clay County, it was a very
lives, or any significance in the actual real and very immediate issue when
policy of the state of Missouri.
the pandemic hit and right on its heels
The campaign rhetoric offered up our KCAP was shut down because of
by many candidates rarely discloses parts shortages. We needed those
that the individuals who are asking for unemployment benefits, and many of
your votes will, once elected, advocate us needed them badly.
to undermine your unemployment
Folks might respond to this by
benefits or weaken the benefits that saying that someone who cannot
we worked hard to extract from busi- work through the winters should find
nesses who benefit from our labor. something else to do when they canInstead of telling us that their agenda not work their regular job. They should
includes plans to reduce our unem- be saving up during the times that they
ployment benefits, or to make it more are working to plan for the time when
difficult to obtain health insurance, or they aren’t. Hogwash. I am a capitalist,
to reduce the likelihood that you will and I know you probably are too—a
be able to both pay off your mortgage capitalist that believes in trade unions,
and put your kids through college, and one who also knows that for most
these policy makers distract us with of us the only capital we can signifinonsense issues, and not coincidental- cantly contribute to the free market is
ly grab headlines and sell advertising our labor, our time, and our skill.
space for the media outlets that push
No one could have predicted the
them out to us.
pandemic, and no one would have
House Bill 1860 is the perfect ex- imagined that before we were even all
ample of these policy makers distract- the way out of the pandemic we would
ing us with nonsense issues like CRT be smacked with parts shortages. If
in schools (which is not happening in billionaire corporations and millionaire
any Missouri Schools), or “transgen- shareholders can “protect” their capital
dered high school athletes” (which is “contribution” by rigging the tax code,
not something that’s happening in sheltering their assets off-shore, getany district in Missouri that I am aware ting PPP loans, and playing games
of ) while actively working against our with the stock markets, then by God we
economic interest. The purpose of hav- have the right to protect our time, our
ing a 20 week unemployment benefit labor, and our skill that we contribute
is to account for the fact that many of to those same markets. House Bill 1860
Missouri’s workers are only employed says “No, you don’t. You need to get
seasonally—my father was one of your ass back to work.”
those individuals.
The Associated Industries of MisHe poured concrete. Concrete souri (A.I.M.) is a lobbying group in
cannot be poured from mid-November Jefferson City that is made up of busithrough Mid-March, unless the weath- nesses like Ameren, Spire, Evergy, (the
er is unseasonably warm. Mid-Novem- kind of businesses that take money
ber to Mid-March is five months. Five from every one of us every month
months is 20 weeks. Boilermakers, and provide mediocre service at best)

Mo. State Rep. Mark Ellebracht, front, joined the picket line with striking UAW
members at the General Motors Fairfax Plant during the last round of contract
negotiations. Photo by Don Lehman.
The Doe Run Company (that quaint
little boutique mining company that
poisoned an entire town—yep they’re
still in business in spite of having to
pay about $70 million in fines to the
federal government for poisoning
all those folks with lead) and Boeing
(the company that built those 737’s
that had an inconvenient tendency to
drop right out of the sky). A.I.M. came
and testified in support of taking away
your unemployment benefits and said
“A.I.M. supports reducing the length
of unemployment benefits when the
unemployment rate is low.”
The Missouri Retailers Association
says “We support getting people back
to work.” These are the exact same
lobbyists that tried to convince us that
Right to Work would have been a good
idea. By the way, the companies that
pay these lobbyists to tell us to get our
asses back to work and tell us that Right
to Work is good for us, those are the
same companies that spend hundreds
of millions of dollars buying ad space
on Fox News, MSNBC, CNN, Facebook,
Twitter, and pretty much every other
corporate media outlet.
That’s probably why we hear more
about which bathrooms high school
kids are using every night on the news

instead of actual policy issues like
House Bill 1860. Both the left and the
right fall for this distracting nonsense,
and I hope you hold them both accountable when they do.
I wanted to use House Bill 1860
to demonstrate something that gets
overlooked, or even dismissed a lot of
times. We have things we like and don’t
like about certain politicians.
We have disagreements on things
like what kids should learn in schools.
We also have school boards and superintendents to address those concerns,
and we should pay more attention
to those offices for those issues. We
cannot let ourselves get distracted
by the noise that gets blasted in our
faces every hour of every day trying
to make us forget that the policy that
matters—the public policy that each
and every one of us shares—is the
policy that effects our wages and our
working conditions.
We have a Union that will help us
get the information that is important
to our jobs and the public policies
that improve our jobs and our way
of life. But when we get distracted
by issues that do not unite us, we risk
losing everything we’ve gained… that
is, everything we haven’t already lost.
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Arnetha Omeka, right, a member of Local 249’s Union Label Committee distributes information at KCAP about the importance of buying union and American made products.

Union Label Committee educates members

W
I

By Erica Eckart

hat does it mean to be a union member? We are all familiar with
what it means to be a part of a union when it comes to jobs inside
our plant, but what does it mean outside the workplace environment when we are with our own families and on our own time?
t means we advocate for union- the Union Label Committee has hit the
made American-made goods and shop floor with the purpose of educatservices!
ing members as well as recruiting fresh
Where and how we spend our members to join standing commitmoney has a direct impact on our tees with the purpose of growing and
neighborhoods, our surrounding com- strengthening our union.
munities, and at the bargaining table.
Union Label Chairperson Terri Hall
When we buy foreign-made vehicles, has been busy structuring the comthat money is shipped overseas, like mittee, and our membership, to be
many of our jobs.
more involved and more aware of the
The Union Label Committee is importance of these issues and has
dedicated to educating and guiding set some important goals. Aside from
our membership in the importance the obvious level of educating and
of buying American-union made growing, some of these goals include
products and how doing so directly creating relationships with companies
benefits our jobs and our economy as that use our KCAP products.
“I’ve put together a list of comAmericans.
panies
that use our products”, said
Over the past couple of weeks,
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Hall. “The goal is to provide stickers
for their vehicles that display that this
vehicle was proudly built by members
of Local 249. Not only does it advertise
union-built products, but also identifies members of Local 249 aside from
the blue oval”.
“There’s a sense of pride we feel to
see and know that “WE” built that vehicle and it’s also a way for the companies that buy our products to publicly
display their pride in supporting us”.
The Union label Committee works
hard to promote lists of union made
products and food for all of your holiday needs ranging from food items and
candy to toys and gifts. They attend
community and town hall meetings
to promote spending our tax dollars
on union-made school buses, postal
vehicles, fire and police equipment and
vehicles. They also take to the streets
and canvas our local neighborhoods
to promote, spread awareness, and

educate our neighbors.
When we buy American-made,
union-made products we are directly
investing in our economy which in the
long run solidifies a sense of security
that we can pass down to the younger
generations to come. The fight of a trade
unionist is and will always be ongoing.
We must all make a conscious
decision not only to invest in our
economy, but to invest in ourselves
and continue our legacy. Living, shopping and voting as trade unionists is
something we all can and should do.
By having a working-class conscience
in our everyday lives, we support those
who support us. That is the true meaning of community.
For more information on how you
can get involved with the Union Label
Committee or any other standing committee, please submit your application
online through the Local 249 app or
contact the hall.

